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How to Make Your Clients Work 
for You: A Guide for Accountants
OUR TOP STRATEGIES FOR GROWING YOUR 
ACCOUNTANCY FIRM AND OPTIMISING YOUR 
PROFIT MARGIN
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Over the past couple of years, work practices have significantly 
altered to accommodate for remote working and moving 
everything online. Though not ideal, it has allowed businesses 
to come up with new ways of working, as well as to pursue 
opportunities that have never been explored before. The 
accounting profession is no exception. 

Your business will have experienced its fair share of hardships 
but maintaining your client base continues to be one of the 
most difficult challenges for the modern accountant. The new 
ways of working will already have altered how you obtain and 
communicate with clients, but if you’re looking for new ways to 
increase your outreach, then we’ve put together some of our best 
methods of reaching prospective clients and nurturing existing 
ones. 

The digital world has shown no signs of slowing down. If the 
demand for your services is more than you can keep up with, 
we’ve also got some tips to help improve your workflow and 
launch your business into the neoteric age. 

With the right tools and support, you can make this financial year 
your most successful one yet.

01.
Introduction
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02.
Defining Your Ideal Client
When it comes to pursuing new clients, accountants don’t have to worry 
about it half as much as most other businesses. The recruitment crisis 
combined with the surge of work the pandemic has continued to drive your 
way means accountants have not typically experienced a drop in demand, 
or workload like other industries have faced. 

However, if you are looking to pick up a few more steady clients then 
the first thing you need to know is how to define your ideal client. Each 
business has a different ideal client profile, but here are some ideas to help 
you define yours: 

If you want your business to grow, then you’ll need to challenge yourself to 
diversify your services. For inspiration, take a look at your competitors and 
see what they can offer new clients, and what you could do to improve your 
appeal.

Start off with getting 
a variety of opinions 
from a range of people 
in the business, not just 
management .

A questionnaire or a 
meeting can help to create 
an ideal client profile. You 
can use your existing 
clients as a starting point.

Also consider which types 
of accounting services you 
enjoy delivering and how 
you can branch out into 
new markets.
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Once you have your new client in mind, you’ll be able to target 
them more effectively. 

One thing that you’ll need to consider is what your ideal clients 
are going to want and expect from you. Are you dealing mainly 
with individuals or sole traders rather than larger businesses? 
Many accountants find that diversifying the accounting services 
the firm offers will appeal to more types of clients.  

If you want those bigger clients who will push up your profits 
a decimal place (or two!), you need to be able to provide what 
they’ll be looking for and to know a little about their industry too, 
so you can effectively advise them. 

Find a few competitors in your area and see what they are 
offering clients. Can they provide payroll, tax submissions, 
bookkeeping services, business and financial planning, and tax 
advice? Do you offer the same variety of services?

In business, there is certainly a place for “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix 
it”, but if you’re planning on branching out then just make sure 
you’re equipped to handle your new client base.  

03.
Research Your 
Competitors
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So now you’ve identified your ideal client and may have already 
reached out and made a connection to some. Now you need 
to follow through. The key to building customer relationships 
successfully is excellent communication. 

In an age where most business communication has moved to 
instant messaging and cold emails, you can make yourself stand 
out when you form a personal connection with them by talking to 
them and, more importantly, listening to them. 

The simplest way to get more customers and retain them is to 
offer that personal touch. They’re likely used to being bombarded 
with emails and messages daily from businesses offering their 
services and partnerships. 

Consider a warm approach when prospecting by sending a video 
clip to arrange a face-to-face meeting. It will make your company 
stand out in the right way. These personal conversations will also 
allow you to understand your client’s business and goals, offering 
you an opportunity to devise a strategy that will impress.

04.
Communciating With 
A Personal Touch

In fact, having excellent communication will not only 
improve your chances of getting new clients, but will 
also strengthen your relationship with your existing 
clients. Trust us, we’re something of an expert when 
it comes to client care. 



Depending on the clients you want, attending industry and 
networking events could be a great way to establish new client 
relationships. Meeting people in person will always be the best 
way to make a connection. At industry events, you’ll be able to 
show what makes your firm different.

05.
Reaching Your 
Ideal Client

One of the positives of the pandemic is the emergence of 
virtual and hybrid events, creating a space where new business 
relationships and sharing industry knowledge is easy and 
accessible for everyone. Try to attend as many as you can that 
are relevant to you and your prospective clients. Webinars and 
events also create development opportunities for your employees, 
allowing them to upskill and gain confidence.

Networking not only raises your profile, but also allows you to 
get fresh ideas. 
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We know you’ve got enough on your plate without spending time 
searching for new, more profitable clients. Automating as many 
admin processes as possible will help your business improve 
productivity, so you can get on with nurturing and building 
relationships with your prospects. 

The two main software systems accounting firms need to get 
right is their Practice Management system and their Document 
Management System. Ideally these two vital accountancy tools 
would talk to each other and integrate seamlessly so you can get 
through your workload and optimise your turnaround. That’s how 
you can start to maximise your profits.

Virtual Cabinet offers market-leading Document Management 
Software that thousands of accountants use and love. What 
makes us so special? Well, for one thing we integrate with all 
major Practice Management systems used by accountants. You 
can find out more about what makes us a great tool for your 
accounting firm on our website.

Not only will this improve work processes for your employees, 
but it will also make managing client relationships much easier, 
as you’ll be able to easily share and collaborate on documents 
with one another.

The right document management software will have:

06.
Getting the Right 
Software

• Task management tools 

• Enhanced security

• Document storage

• Compliance and GDPR 
regulations

• Team collaboration 
tools 

• Real-time messaging

• Shared tasks

• Secure client portal
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https://virtualcabinet.link/document-management
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DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

06. Getting The Right Software

The right document management software is key to building customer relationships. Below 
are some of the key features we have here at Virtual Cabinet to ensure your relationships with 
customers, whether new or existing, are improved. 

Automatic Filing
Goodbye admin – 
automatically file emails and 
attachments.

Electronic Signatures
Reduce the number of paper 
documents and postage fees, and 
speed up the signature process.

Document Storage
Digitise your paperwork 
and access your files from 
anywhere.

Content Collaboration
Connect all departments and 
allow colleagues to work on 
documents simultaneously. 

Version Control
Keep track of document 
variants, access older copies 
and set archiving policies.

Integrations
Microsoft Office plugins, 
CCH, Sage, Iris, Digita, and 
other custom solutions.

Workflow Automation
Streamline your workflows 
with automated business 
processes.

File Sharing
Send large files to clients, 
suppliers and customers with 
our secure Client Portal.
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Your existing clients are your most valuable assets for stable 
growth and are instrumental for gaining new business. If you 
don’t continue to keep building relationships with these clients, 
then you’re at risk of losing them and damaging your brand. Here’s 
some tips on how to keep your client relationships thriving and 
maintaining your role as their trusted advisor. 

• Your communication with existing clients should be regular, 
thoughtful and understanding. Be proactive in checking in 
with your clients.

• Your clients should have frequent personal meetings, either 
through phone calls, or a courtesy video call. 

• Communication should always be focused on understanding 
your existing clients’ needs, wants, and goals. 

• Talk clients through any changes to your business. If you 
upgrade your software, such as implementing a 
document management software, then discussing this with 
clients will help them understand and get onboard. 

07.
Nurturing Your 
Existing Clients
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Once a relationship has been established, politely ask them for 
referrals, testimonials or reviews. 

08.
Authenticity Is Key

With the digital space becoming more and more crowded, it’s 
getting harder to stand out. But with exemplar reviews of your 
business, it’s reassuring to clients who may have needed that 
extra push to work with you. 

Putting these first-hand accounts of your business and the 
services you provide on your website and on your social 
media is an assured way of securing new business. 
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What makes you different to your competitors? Whether it’s your 
state of the art, document management software that allows 
for real time reporting, or your impressive customer care and 
attention, you need to shout about it. Clearly define your unique 
selling point (USP) and think about how you could exhibit that 
creatively.

Clearly define your unique selling point (USP) and think 
about how you could exhibit that creatively.

09.
What Makes You 
Unique?

• Build your online presence through social media. 

• Ask an employee to host a webinar for others 
in the industry to discuss a particular topic or 
challenge. 

• Give your clients a sense that you are there for 
them, no matter what. Communicate your open-
door policy.

• Ask for feedback upon completion of services.

• Create free resources to help improve the search 
engine optimisation of your website. 

• Grow your email database by asking for their 
emails when visiting the website, speaking to 
support or downloading resources. 

Whatever makes your business unique, ensure you can highlight 
this in as many ways as possible. 

https://virtualcabinet.link/document-management
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Once you’ve established what makes your company unique, 
then you need to start building your brand awareness. How will 
clients find you if you don’t have a strong online presence? If you 
don’t have the resources to build an in-depth marketing strategy, 
then don’t worry. Here are our top three ways to optimise your 
marketing strategy and help improve your company’s online 
exposure: 

• Write a blog. Inexpensive, easy to use and steadily builds 
website traffic, a blog is an efficient way of engaging with 
your target market. With the right content, you can gain trust 
and credibility and help clients with advice, tips, and research 
written by your experts. 

• Use email marketing to encourage leads. This is great for 
creating short-term urgency and is both cost-effective and 
measurable, so you can get to know exactly what messaging 
appeals to your clientele. Plus, staying in touch with existing 
clients is a great way to keep your brand at the forefront of 
their minds throughout the year (not just at tax return time).

10.
Building Your 
Marketing Strategy

• Post regularly on social media and engage with followers. 
Recent research has found that nearly 58% of people visit a 
brand’s social media pages before they click on their website. 
It’s also been found that engaging with people positively on 
social media promotes trust and loyalty within customers and 
clients.
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When you’re so focused on securing external clients, it can be 
easy to forget about your internal team. But they’re the most 
important part of gaining new business so it’s imperative that 
you look after them. 

Ensure you regularly talk to the rest of your team and ask 
how they’re feeling about their workload. If they’re happy and 
motivated, then they’re more likely to take proper care of the 
clients they see.

Ensure there’s time for your employees to take breaks. Allowing 
them breaks and opportunities to speak with colleagues and 
managers will not only help improve their wellbeing, but also 
improve employee retention and productivity. 

Implementing the correct tools for the job and allowing 
employees to have the appropriate training to use these tools, 
such as Document Management Software, will help too. 

Consider implementing an open forum within the team so 
they can learn from one another. A strong team needs strong 
foundations before you can start building so don’t neglect you 
current employees or your current clients. You need them both.

11.
The Client 
Experience

https://virtualcabinet.link/document-management
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With the current shortfall of qualified accountants versus the 
amount of accounting work available it’s no wonder accountants 
are feeling overworked and verging on burnout. If you’re reading 
this thinking new clients are the last thing you need, then know 
that we hear you. 

As stressed out as you are, the truth is this: you are valued, and 
your services are irreplaceable. Every day you become more 
valuable as another accountant retires and a young one doesn’t 
take their place. There’s power in that. If you’re struggling with 
your workload but still aren’t seeing a rise in profit, then this is our 
advice: start pruning your client base. 

Here’s how you do it:

1. Find out which types of clients are the least profitable when 
compared to the number of hours you spend on them.

2. Identify which types of clients are the most profitable to you 
versus the number of hours logged.

3. The next step is simple – Get the loppers out and start pruning 
the areas of your firm that aren’t bearing you fruit and are 
holding back your financial growth.

12.
Pruning Your Client 
Base

If you’re fed up with trying to keep all your clients 
happy without enough resources to do so, then stop. 
Cut some lose and nurture the ones who work for 
you. 

The way we see it, the noted lack of qualified 
accountants means one thing for your business: you 
have all the power.
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Get out there and 
secure those new client 
relationships!

BOOK YOUR FREE VIRTUAL CABINET DEMO ONLINE TODAY.

Need smart software to streamline your working practices? Then why 
not check out our document management software?

You can see some of these strategies in action. 

BOOK NOW

https://virtualcabinet.link/free-demo

